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Forwards
Art in Hospital has always believed in the hospital art has the power to "self"
treatment, regardless of what kind of art media, as long as the method is suitable for
use in the audience who will be able to play the role of the imagination beyond the
reach unexpected results. "My Photo - Creative Photography Workshop and
Exhibition" is a very good example.
Whenever in the workshop, we always see those young participants in such a
scenario where:
Holding the camera, explore some of the angles that they never tried before;
Anxiously watching photo printer printed out their photos;
Using the photo personally taken after making a unique artistic creation, smiling with
satisfaction while watching the works
Whether it is the practice of pure photography or photography to express their
feelings in writing, that a piece of art, is a milestone on their creation. And this book
is a milestone in this project will work to integrate knot book, as summarized in this
project, showing the participants in this year's creations.
Here, we would like to thank the medical staff to cooperate with us, without them
our support, trust and participation, we will not be able to successfully complete the
project.
Finally, we would like to sincerely thank the Community Chest of Hong Kong fund the
three-year plan, so that we can make a long line of service.
Grace Cheng
Director
Art in Hospital

Creation "endorphins"
Resulting from scientific research, exercise can cause the system create endorphins, a
good thing to be known as "happy hormones". In these three years, I have witnessed
the art can also be used to create such a good deed.
"My Photo" was finished after 3 years, leaving many deep in my mind fragments, that
I could not exhaustive, but these fragments overall impression was inseparable from
one subject: joy. It is to meet obtained from the creation, communication (for
patients with psychosis is a bit difficult) between people, or even sense of
achievement of the own breakthrough. There are times when some participants
visited the workshop exhibition then I think, as time goes by, what would be left after
all these artworks faded out or even disappeared? The answer is that the
participants not only get them in a shoot at a photo workshop, but the creation of a
better and bring them both pleasant memories. This can be assured by the feedback
from the participants that art tutors not only teach them how to take a perfect
picture or how to figure out the best angle, but to enjoy the fun from the art
creation.
In this digital era, most people who generally have smart phones with cameras, you
can easily take and erase just by your fingertips. But whenever the workshop, each
participant will be taken seriously for their photographic opportunity, then I imagine
each of them are carrying a "creative endorphins engine" pushing their fingers to
press the camera shutter, collaging their work and breaking their walls to cooperate
with others. I really hope that these memories can be a driving force for the joy of
their daily lives, continue to follow the path of the piece of rehabilitation.
Jaclyn Leung
Project Co-ordinator

My Photo –Creative Photography Workshop and Exhibition
Photography is an approachable art, just press the shutter, they become their own
unique creations. Young people loves blossoms random stuff, holding the camera,
the eye with a camera to capture images seen down, to express their feelings at this
moment.
Since 2011, we started workshop in different hospitals of Hong Kong for young early
psychosis patients with different photographic equipment and methods, explore the
possibilities of photography. With photographs as a starting point, plus other forms
of artistic expression, creating a unique and creative works. Regardless of whether
participants understanding of art, to understand photography, is the creation of
personal or group work, they always try to boldly invested discussion. Although their
works are not masterpiece, no superb photography skills and high-value equipment,
through their creations, showing them the courage to try the heart, endless
creativity, and their current feelings and inner world.
Participated hospitals including Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Castle Peak Hospital, Kwai
Chung Hospital, Kowloon Hospital, United Christian Hospital, Tai Po Hospital, Pamela
Youde Nethersole Eastern Hospital for patients and their families, healthcare takers,
etc.
In addition to the workshop, we had two hospitals galleries, including the Queen
Elizabeth Hospital and Pamela Youde Nethersole Eastern Hospital, Hong Kong Central
Library, Hong Kong Arts Centre, Hong Kong Cultural Centre Workshops exhibition for
the public to participants can share the joy of creation.

Part 1 Simply Photography
Let’s back to basic, tune your speed, brightness, distance to the most primitive way
to a real photo shoot.
1.1 Sun Print
Sun Print is a very old method of taking pictures. Put objects on the stained paper
with special medicine and put them under the sun. After a while take away the
objects and wash away the medicine, then the object will appear just like
photography.
1.2 Light Drawing
This is a kind of photography racing with speed race and time. With a flashlight as the
light source, a large movement in the air to draw a picture or text to a slower shutter
camera, filming the entire painting process. Every shot out of the effects are
different, there are surprising images.
1.3 Pinhole
Pinhole camera photography is a very primitive photographic methods. Now most of
us have advanced digital camera, but from scratch to make a pinhole camera, shoot a
photo special effects, get great satisfaction!
Part 2 Photo “Transformation”
Starting from the photos, adding elements of other artistic media, so that photos
play a greater role in the creation.
2.1 Fotomo
Transforming 2D images into 3D model like scene, has resulted in an interesting
Fotomo. All the characters depth articles can be decided by yourself, you can even
eliminate what you do not like
2.2 Collage
Collaging the picture of environment. Zoom in and out of your own body. Have you
ever thought that all images are patchwork?
2.3 Photography cross over with stitched handmade book and kaleidoscope
This is a book without words, just ever-changing images as the subject. Open this
handmade book the pop up images will surprise you in different books.

2.4 Flip book
Flipbook animation principles just like animation. We put a lot of single-cell bound
into a book page, and quickly turn over the effect looks like a picture of continuity.
Part 3 We make what we are
With photo re-creation, telling their own story, their own point of view to understand
the world
3.1 Self Portrait
How do you see yourself in it? Round eyes face fine or thin top-heavy? Let’s
transform the look yourself! With sketches, photography and collage, using their
imagination to create a new way out, more real, or more comics of? From this small
assignments, you can understand yourself a little more, a little more to enjoy!
3.2 Mini Me
Manufacture of a series of "mini-me", then this Lilliputian space into adults in the
country, to create a story of an adventure

3.3 We are balloons
Imagine this small balloon is a living person, what would it be called? What people
and things they will encounter? Let you design character and set for it and
experience new and interesting things.
Tutors Q & A
“My Photo” invited artists from different art field as workshop tutors to share their
profession, love and time to the patients
1. I think photography is..
2. I observe and feel during workshops..
3. Others
Vee Leong, theatre screenplay and director
1. A walk to chat with their process
2. When creativity fills the room, the air suddenly became fresh, comfortable!
Tristan Chan, Art Therapist
1. Seeing some resonance with the thought of a finger on the screen is fast and
composition determines the exact satisfaction of thinking that sometimes a slight
deviation, but always authentic feel caught between fast and leaving it.
2. I saw the participants curious about photography, observation of the screen, as
well as meticulous attention to different things around with photo-based recreation, the more I really daring greatly.
3. The entire exhibitions at different time and place, for sure it is the creation of the
participants is very important!
Jessey Tsang, Movie Director
1. I think photography is a record together with the memories of the moment, that
moment is very clear, neither more nor less, you need to mind very consistent.
2. "My Photo" very meaningful to me, it makes me holding the camera together
with the students back to the fresh heart, to capture the moment of the scene
and the mood together, each person in the eyes of all the leaves and reproduce it
is a wonderful process. Photographic technology for so many years, a lot of
technology and quality has been greatly improved, but they are some changes in
the surface when it comes to nature photography or back light, back into the

world, back to the people.
3. I hope every students have enjoyed the beauty and joy of photography.
JoeGo Chan, art tutor
1. Photography is a good tool for expression and exploration, so that their eyes
could reach interoperable virtual world.
2. The simplest way to find the direct participants in the photography, to present
their own ideas. While allowing the camera led them to re-experience the
environment around.
Beatrix Pang, Independent art book publisher
1.
a. (may) related to everyone's daily life
b. human communication media in evolution
c. instagram
2. I have observed in the workshop / feel:
Humans need to be inspired by the arts
3. Art in the hospital must continue it well
Tamshui, Designer
1. Observation and experiment
2. We are curious about new things and the courage to complete the works of joy,
an all loose sun!
3. Thanks for trusting in me
Bear Leung, Designer
1. Photography is a selection process, removed from the reality of the broad picture
selected smaller portions.
2. Participants’ creation of unique and interesting ideas.
3. In addition to the visible personal expression, but also gather to share together.

Thomas Lin, Photographer
1. Photography is the immediate response to the reality, it is the closest way to the
art of living, everyone can also be artistic.
2. I saw the participants engaged in workshops personally and entertained
themselves while self-healing. I feel the power of art and life. As an art tutor can,
I learned a lot.
3. Remember Martin Parr said: "If the superficial, it is not good photography." I
think that photography is a happy thing, but if a good photography will be pain, I
believe that after a little pain or life can bring comfort.
Susanna Lee, Art Facilitator
1. One way to record what looked to capture that moment, can evoke memories.
The photography is not simply just tap the shutter, it can take advantage of the
change of light and shadow, to render infinite possibilities.
2. Infinite possibilities of light and shadow, let me see young people, no matter
what state, as long as providing opportunities and encouragement, you can also
explore their possibilities. People's voices "to be heard", for personal self-worth is
very important. And the voices of patients with psychosis or thoughts "to be
heard", not necessarily by voice or text, photography is also a good way.
Vincent Mak, Photographer
1. Self-exploration, pay attention to the people around, and reflect their
surroundings, and to express feelings of self-creation media.
2. Residents and the use of photography to create a visual diary pieces express their
works. They say their own stories with video, camera views of the likelihood of a
small courtyard garden and space exploration activities through: it was found to
be negligible or small plants, or find yourself someone beautiful, or someone
with a limited expression of inner calm sky designate stuffiness even depression.
3. Some participants in the workshop to start building their own unique methods of
expression, and finally feel very satisfied.
Some show to their hidden talent, more assured of their own.
Photography has opened new doors which are very interesting.
Medical staff sharing

Occupational Therapy Department, Tai Po Hospital
Hospitalized for psychiatric patients, photography workshops to bring them
fresh and really a lot of fun!
Unlike ordinary treatment activities, photography itself as a medium of
emotional expression. Participants through the creation of works of art, play
unlimited imagination. And thereby deepen their own understanding of things
around, explore their interests and seize potential opportunities.
In collaboration with others, and more to enhance communication skills, learn
to share with others.
This activity is very important to carry out occupational therapy concept that is
often learn, and often participate in, and often linked.
For health care, it is able to recognize the other side of the patient from a
different angle, through this activity, can be said to be a new experience.
Occupational Department, Castle Peak Hospital
This year, "My Photo" gives participants chances to understand their
opportunities.
Restless and talkative participants to organize their own colorful photographic
ideas;
Taciturn participants to quietly put together a picture of their stories.
And I also got a chance to understand outside the treatment room.
Thank Art in Hospital – My Photo every mentor artists
EASY Clinic, Pamela Youde Nethersole Eastern Hospital
"My Photo" is not just rehabilitation learning basic techniques of photography,
but also enjoy the fun of artistic creation, and increase mutual communication
and cooperation between people, thus expanding the circle of life. Their works in
the exhibition, so that people can get to know further psychiatric rehabilitation's
creative potential, to understand how patients go on the road rehabilitation, for
themselves and their families struggle; the face of social learning, how to use
their strengths maintain the balance of life and build support networks.
Art tutor Sharing

Very funny, very happy, thank you!
Thanks for the patience and creativity of the volunteers, thank you
Really happy to join this group and improve my communication skills
Photography could preserve memory, creative
The workshop could enhance the confidence and motivation of the patients, very
good in activity design
Good to have introduction of photo-taking technique
Great fun to create photo
Want to learn more photo-taking
Great fun and learn a lot photo-taking knowledge
I discovered that it’s fun to learn photo-taking. Good impression on photo-taking
This is a very good workshop, very creative
I had fun in this workshop, I want to join again!
This workshop makes me devoted into photography. I want my artwork to be
displayed in the exhibition
I found I am not good enough after the 10 month My Photo workshop. It
discovered my photo-taking interest besides drawing comics
It’s difficult to express in words! It made me think and laugh a lot. The comic and
editing part impressed me a lot. So happy in these 4 days. My creativity has been
improved. It opened my eyes.
I want to join the workshop again

Know more cameras
It’s very meaningful, hoping more people could be benefited.

We are Art in Hospital
Art in Hospital is a community art project, started in April 1994. It was registed as
a charitable institution and continues its aim to serve the needed through
therapeutic art creation, and promote through art a caring community and
development of hospital art in Hong Kong

